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Incident Report for 

Lost/Stolen Nuclear Density Gauge 

Lost date 5/3/2013 

Recovery date 5/15/2013 

Event Report EN49000 

May 30,2013 

A company investigation was conducted by our RSO, John C. Englerth. The following report has been 

made from information gathered during the investigation and includes the events leading up to the loss, 

and recovery of the gauge. I have read the report and I am aware of the actions that led to the loss of 

the gauge. Corrective actions have been taken to help ensure this does not happen in the future. 

Executive Vice President 

Valley Quarries, Inc. 
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Incident Report 

Lost/Stolen 

Lost date 5/3/2013 

Recovery date 5/15/2013 

Event Report EN49000 

Item Stolen: 

Troxler Nuclear Density Gauge (Model 3430 Sn# 32506) 

Cs-137, 0.30 GBq (8 mCi) SN 75Q-7822 

Am-241: Be_ 1.48GBq (40 mCi) SN 47-28722 

What Happened: 

An authorized user was using the Troxler 3430 on the morning of 5/03/2013, on the 1-81 job in West 

Virginia between mile marker 17 and 24. 

At 10:37 am., the job supervisor called the authorized user and asked him to pick up a co-worker at the 

yard where the job trailers and equipment were parked .. The authorized user finished taking a reading 

on the gauge, picked it up and placed it in the back of his pick-up truck (PT 173). The gauge was not put 

in the protective case and not secured. The authorized user proceeded to travel in reverse for about 

1500 ft where he then turned around and drove about 1.3 miles from the work zone to the yard. The 

authorized user used an opening in the jersey wall to cross over the 1-81 southbound lanes and then 

used exit 20 southbound exit ramp. At the end of the ramp, the authorized user turned left onto 

Hammonds Mill Road and continued to US-11 where he turned right, traveled a couple hundred feet, 

and turned right into the yard. 

The authorized user got out of the pick-up truck while at the yard and noticed that the tailgate was 

down and that the gauge was missing. He then told a coworker to get in the truck because they had to 

find the missing gauge. At about 10:45 am., the authorized user called job supervisor to notify him that 

the gauge was missing. The authorized user called the RSO at 10:47 am; when he did not answer, he 

called Valley Quarries, Inc.'s main office in an attempt to notify the RSO. The RSO was unable to be 

reached, so the authorized user notified the job superintendant by phone at 10:49 am. The authorized 



user and job supervisor continued the search for the missing gauge by retracing the route taken to the 

yard. 

The job superintendant contacted the RSO by phone at 10:55am and told him about the missing gauge. 

The RSO, while returning to his office, called the job supervisor who handed the phone over to 

authorized user so he could explain what happened. After the authorized user relayed what had 

happened, the RSO asked authorized user why the gauge was not secured for travel. He replied that he 

was only going to the yard about 1.5 miles away. The RSO instructed them to keep looking for the 

gauge. 

Around 11:15 am, the RSO contacted the Executive Vice President of Valley Quarries, and explained 

what had happened and that the he was going to notify NRC. The EVP agreed. 

At 11:20am, the RSO called the NRC office in King of Prussia where reciprocity was issued. The RSO was 

instructed to call the NRC OP CENTER at 301-816-5100. This called was placed at 11:28am. The RSO was 

then instructed to call the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania: Department of Environmental Protection 

Bureau of Radiation Protection. The information was given and the RSO started traveling to West 

Virginia to help with the search and gather information for his report. 

At 11:45am, PA DEP called to get more information on the missing gauge. 

The RSO called, at 12:17pm the authorized user and instructed him to meet him at the yard where he 

noticed the gauge missing. When the authorized user met the RSO, he reported a possible witness. A 

worker for Kokosing informed authorized user that one of her employees thought he witnessed a bald 

man in street clothes putting the gauge into his car. The car was described as a red or maroon 4 door 

sedan which he thought was a Pontiac. The RSO and authorized user called the employee of Kokosing, a 

possible witness, to get a statement. The possible witness stated that he was driving on 1-81 south, past 

exit 20, and noticed what he thought was a bald man in street clothes putting the gauge into the front 

seat of his four door car. 

After all of the information was gathered, the RSO returned to Chambersburg to start notifying 

authorities, news media, NETS, and Troxler. 

Why it happened: 

The authorized gauge user did not follow proper procedures for transporting gauges. The gauge was not 

adequately secured inside the travel box nor was it secured to the truck for travel. The tailgate opened, 

and the gauge fell out where someone picked it up and ieft the scene. 

Recovery actions: 

A thorough search was conducted of the work area, both north and south of the job. The search was 

stopped after hearing the witness's statement. 



.. 

Numerous media operations (TV, radio, and print) for the area were contacted by phone to let them 

know what had happened and that a reward was being offered for information leading to the return of 

the gauge. West Virginia State Police were also notified. There was not a lot of reaction from the media 

from the company's attempt to get the word out until NRC issued a press release and the phone began 

to ring asking for more information about where, when, safety concerns, reward amount and who to 

contact if someone were to find the gauge. 

A call was received at 8:09 pm on 5/15/13 from Radiation Protection Program Supervisor, Pennsylvania 

Department of Environmental Protection, requesting a call back, stating he had some information 

regarding the missing gauge. At 8:27 pm the RSO return the call and found out that the Radiation 

Protection Program Supervisor was on his way to meet s.omeone at the Maryland line to recover the 

missing gauge. The Radiation Protection Program Supervisor stated that he would recover the gauge 

and return it to his office in Harrisburg, PA., following the orders of his supervisor. After he had called his 

supervisor, he was now allowed to transport the gauge to 169 Quarry Road, Chambersburg, PA to return 

the gauge to the RSO for Valley Quarries, Inc., where the gauge would be placed back into the travel 

case, and securely locked in the approved storage facility on this site. 

Follow up: 

On 5/16/13, the gauge was leak tested and the test was taken to North East Technical Services, in 

Westminster, MD., to have the leak test reviewed. Once the results were found to be in compliance and 

not leaking, the gauge was transported from 169 Quarry Road Chambersburg, Pa to North East Technical 

Service for a complete safety check and calibration. 

On 5/17/13, the RSO for Valley Quarries, Inc., contacted the individual, who had turned the gauge over 

to DEP on 5/15/13 to gather information to figure out any possible exposure. 

The individual stated that that he had a flat tire and pulled off the ramp to repair the flat tire when he 

noticed the gauge laying in a gulley. The individual then picked the gauge up and asked a worker near by 

if it was theirs. The reply was they didn't know, so he placed the gauge in his trunk after removing his 

spare tire. The individual also stated he did not tamper with or even look at the gauge until 5/15/13 

when he removed it from his trunk to give to the Radiation Protection Program Supervisor. One of his co 

workers had mentioned they saw news about the missing gauge and that is when he realized what he 

had in the trunk of his car and notified DEP later that evening to turn it over to them. 

He figured the gauge was about 4-5 feet away from him in the car at all times. He thinks he was in his 

car for about 88 hrs from the time he picked the gauge up until he turned it over to DEP. The RSO asked 

if anyone else had been in the car while the gauge was in the trunk. The individual stated that his two 

children were in the car for about 2 hours total. 



Possible ExPOSure 

The company RSO contacted North East Technical Service, in Westminster, Maryland to help evaluate 

any possible exposure that could have happened while the gauge was being transported in the car by 

the individual. The RSO forwarded the exposure information to N.ET.S who replied with the following 

information: 

3430 with the maximum amount of radiation produces o.:~ mrem per hour at 3 feet from the transport case 
surface. Total mrem would be 26.4 at 88 hours of exposure. This amount is under the NRC annual dose 
limit of 100 mrem per year. No additional depreciation was considered for the increased amount of 
distance or the age of the sources. Also, the position of the transport case was not considered. The two 
children that were in the car would receive an insignificant amount. 

With the information given to the RSO by the individual, the gauge being kept in the trunk and the 

source left in shielded position, this seams reasonable that an over exposure did not occur and the 

individual and his kids are safe from the radiation source used to operate the gauge. 

Procedures to correct incident: 

Follow current procedures at ALL TIMES when transporting gauges. The following is a description of the 

current procedures: 

All gauges will be returned to a secure and safe storage area when not being used. 

Gauges will be braced, blocked against movement, and secured according to regulations when in 

vehicles. When left in a vehicle while not in use, the vehicle will be locked, and the gauge will be secured 

by locking it to the seat or other substantial part of the vehicle by chain. 

To ensure safety and security, retraining has been completed on the proper way to secure gauges when 

being transported, either to the job, on the job, or coming home from the job to all authorized gauge 

users. Training also included how to secure a gauge when not in use and the mistakes that lead up to 

losing the gauge on 5/3/13 to prevent any reoccurrence. 

The authorized user who lost the gauge on 5/3/13 was reprimanded for his lack of responsibility and not 

safely transporting the gauge. The authorized user was s;uspended from work for one week and will not 

be allowed to have access to the gauges for a month's time. At that point, his keys will be returned to 

him and authorization will be given back to him. 
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On May 17, 2013, John C. Englerth (RSO for Valley Quarries, Inc.) interviewed , about the 

return of the Troxler 3430 Nuclear Density Gauge. He gathered information of any possible exposure 

during the phone conversation. 

During the interview ..... ated that he ha't§ flat tire and pulled off the ramp to repair the flat 
tire when he noticed the gauge laying in a gulley. • then picked the gauge up and asked a 

nearby worker if it wa?f&eirs. The reply was they didn't know, so he placed the gauge in his trunk after 

removing his spare tire~ &also stated he did not tamper with or even look at the gauge until 

5/15/13 when he removed it from hM'"unk to give to Joseph H. DeMann, Radiation Protection Program 

Supervisor Pennsylvania DEP. One o~ co workers had mentioned that they saw news about 

the missing gauge. That is when he realized what he had in the trunk of his car, he notified DEP later that 

evening and turned it over to them. 

(Q 
-figured the gauge was about 4-5 feet away from him in the car at all times. He thinks he was 

in his car for about 88 hrs from the time he picked the gauge up until he turned it over to DEP. The RSO 

asked if else had been in the car while the gauge was in the trunk. The individual stated that his 

two chi were in the car for about 2 hours total. 

On May 16th, 2013 a leak test was performed on the returned gauge and the test kit was driven to North 

East Technical Services in Westminster, MD to be analyzed. Once the test confirmed that the gauge was 

not leaking, it was taken to NETS for a safety check and calibration. The results of the leak test are as 

follows: 

Reading in microCuries 

750-7822 0.00006185 

47-28722 0.00000 

John C. Englerth 'conveyed the above information to Doug Sims at NETS to help evaluate any possible 

exposure (to Mr. Molin~en) that could have happened while the gauge was being 

transported in the car~· Mr. Sims responded with the following information: 

3430 with the maximum amount of radiation produces 0.3 mrem per hour at 3 feet from the transport case 
surface. Total mrem would be 26.4 at 88 hours of exposure. This amount is under the NRC annual dose 
limit of 100 mrem per year. No additional depreciation was considered for the increased amount of 
distance or the age of the sources. Also, the position of the transport case was not considered. The two 
children that were in the car would receive an insignificant amount. 



With the information given to the RSO b~that the gauge was kept in the trunk and the fi') 
source was left in shielded position, it seams reasonable that an over exposure did not occur and_., 

(D,_nd his children are safe from the radiation source used to operate the gauge. 


